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QUESTION: 1
What command could you use to test hostname resolution on a Window's NT/2000
machine?

A. ping <hostname>
B. resolve <hostname>
C. netstat -e <hostname>
D. arp -a <hostname>

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
A given MIB object has a value above 1000 for 2 minutes or longer. Which Data
Collection configuration would successfully trigger an event?

A. mode: Store, No Thresholds polling interval: 30s
threshold: > 1000
consecutive samples: 5
B. mode: Store, Check Thresholds polling interval: 1m
threshold: < 1000
consecutive samples: 3
C. mode: Don't Store, No Thresholds polling interval: 30s
threshold: < 1000
consecutive samples: 6
D. mode: Don't Store, Check Thresholds polling interval: 30s
threshold: > 1000
consecutive samples: 5

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
What step is needed to make configured web passwords take effect?

A. Enable UserLogin in session.conf and stop/restart the web server.
B. Enable UserLogin in session.conf.
C. Broadcast a message that all users must log out and log in again.
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D. Create a roles file to map user access to role restrictions in WLRFs.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
A topology or map filter is used to include or pass specific:

A. Objects.
B. Attributes.
C. Nodes.
D. Symbols.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
Which of the following AVAs is syntactically correct?
A. Is IPX
B. isRouter
C. TopM Interface Count > 2
D. IP Host ~ "15.*.1.1"

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
What is the pmd daemon responsible for?

A. routing events to other processes
B. receiving SNMP traps from port 162
C. routing electronic mail between OVW users
D. running specialized scripts based upon events received

Answer: A
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QUESTION: 7
It has been brought to your attention that the OpenView NNM database has become
corrupt in your test management station. You do not have a backup of it. You are about to
re-do initial discovery. What background process is involved in the new node discovery
process, and what flag could be used to speed up this process?

A. ovtopmd , -O flag
B. netmon , -S flag
C. netmon , -J flag
D. netmon , -M flag
E. ovtopmd, -b flag

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
The MIB browser CANNOT be used for _____________.

A. getting data using SNMP.
B. loading MIB definitions.
C. graphing numeric MIB data.
D. setting SNMP data.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 9
Which 2 items are the results of the nmdemandpoll of a previously discovered node?
Choose two that apply.

A. Status changes are reflected.
B. The oid_to_sym file is dynamically updated.
C. The oid_to_type file is dynamically updated.
D. Information on IP addresses and installed interfaces appears.

Answer: A, D
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